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Abstract—Thhe early diagnnostic decisionn making in inndustrial
prrocesses is absolutely necessary to produuce high qualiity final
prroducts. It helpps to provide eaarly warning for
fo a special evvent in a
prrocess, and findding its assignaable cause can be
b obtained. Thhis work
prresents a hybridd diagnostic sccheme for batchh processes. Nonlinear
N
representation off raw process daata is combinedd with classificaation tree
tecchniques. Thee nonlinear keernel-based dimension reducction is
exxecuted for nonnlinear classifiication decisionn boundaries for
f fault
claasses. In order to
t enhance diaggnosis performaance for batch processes,
filltering of the daata is performedd to get rid of thee irrelevant infoormation
off the process data. For thee diagnosis peerformance of several
representations, filtering,
f
and fuuture observatio
on estimation methods,
m
ormance
foour diagnostic schemes are evaaluated. In this work, the perfo
off the presentedd diagnosis scchemes is dem
monstrated usinng batch
prrocess data.

disscriminant anaalysis providees a efficient reepresentation of data
whhere different classes can be separated ass clearly as poossible.
Thhus FDA has been
b
shown to be the linear technique
t
bettter than
priincipal compoonent analysiss, which is atttributed to th
he fact:
FD
DA seeks direcctions efficiennt for discrimiination, but PC
CA for
expplanation. Thhe differencee between FDA
F
and PC
CA is
illuustrated in Figg. 1. In generaal, each fault group
g
in diagnnosis is
eqqual to the dataa of a specific kknown fault. Then
T
the task of
o fault
diaagnosis is to classify
c
a new
w data into onee of predefineed fault
grooups. Howevver, nonlinearr patterns in data or proocesses
cannnot be explaiined by linearr techniques. In
I order to oveercome
succh a limitationn, kernel methhods have beeen used to devvelop a
vaariety of nonlinnear kernel tecchniques [8]-[[10].

Keywords—Diagnostics,
D
baatch process, noonlinear represeentation,
daata filtering, mu
ultivariate statisstical approach.

T

I. INTRODUCTION

HE operatiion of Manuffacturing or production
p
prrocesses
are, in general,
g
subject to speccial or unexxpected
abbnormalities of
o breakdownss and malfuncctions. These process
evvents or occuurrence of stattistical out-off-control statees often
im
mpose a significantly negaative impact on final quaality of
prroducts produuced [1], [2]. A fault is deffined as an abbnormal
prrocess event, and
a the goal off fault diagnossis is to determ
mine the
asssignable causses of a fault. As
A an importaant topic of staatistical
prrocess controll, many reseaarchers have developed diagnosis
scchemes suitablle for specific industrial pro
ocesses. Amonng them,
baatch process is difficult to handle beecause it hass many
chhallenging poiints such as noonlinearity, finnite time durattion, etc.
Thhe production of a batcch includes tasks
t
like chharging
inngredients, proocessing them
m under controolled conditioons, and
diischarging finaal product [3].
Recent development of diagnosis methhods applied to fault
diiagnosis area focused on the
t use of multivariate
m
staatistical
m
methods,
especially machinne learning techniques such
s
as
noonlinear kernnel versions oof principal component
c
annalysis,
paartial least squ
uares, and Fissher discriminnant analysis [4]-[7].
Thhese empiricaal modeling teechniques for fault diagnossis have
beeen widely used
u
because of widespreead sensor annd data
m
measurement
teechnology.
As a feature extraction annd classificatiion technique,, Fisher
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Figg. 1 A diagram for data represeentation

If a large num
mber of featurees prevent exp
ploring data paatterns,
it is necessary to eliminate unimportant ones. Unfortuunately
reddundant or irrrelevant featurres are likely to mask undeerlying
paatterns of data [4]. Thus onee often tries to
o preprocess or
o filter
w data befoore main annalysis. This work preseents a
raw
claassification appproach to diaagnosis, whicch is combineed with
noonlinear repressentation of raaw process datta along with the
t use
off preprocessinng or filteriing techniquues. The nonnlinear
mension reduuction is execcuted for nonnlinear classiffication
dim
decision boundaaries. The purppose of using nonlinear
n
tech
hniques
in classificationn tree is to decrease thee data suitabble for
s
fault classes. Prior to
t building em
mpirical
disscriminating several
diaagnosis modells, filtering off the data is peerformed to trrim the
irrrelevant inform
mation of thee process datta. To compaare the
diaagnosis perforrmance of KP
PCA and KF
FDA, a total of
o four
diaagnosis schem
mes are evaaluated, in which
w
two fiiltering
tecchniques are also
a
tested. D
Due to the chaaracteristics off batch
daata, the selecction of esttimation apprroaches for future
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observation is also discussed. The performance of the presented
diagnosis schemes is demonstrated using batch process data.
This paper is organized as follows: an introduction of
multivariate statistical techniques followed by a case study on a
batch process. Finally, concluding remarks are given.
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II. METHODOLOGIES

J Φ (ψ ) =

(7)

and solving the eigenvalue problem of SΦb ψ = λSΦt ψ we can
obtain the optimal discriminant vectors, which are actually the
eigenvectors of SΦb ψ = λSΦt ψ .

Temperature

A. Principal Component Representation
A linear version of principal component representation, i.e.,
principal component analysis (PCA), is used to decompose
correlated original variables into an uncorrelated set of linear
principal components. In most cases, only several components
are enough to explain the data variability. On the other hand, a
nonlinear PCA, i.e., kernel PCA (KPCA), can be derived by
solving λv = CFv, where CF indicates the covariance matrix in
the feature space F. Furthermore, the eigenvalue equation can
be written as [10]

λ Φ(x k ), v = Φ(xk ), CF v

ψ TSΦb ψ
ψ TSΦt ψ

59

(1)
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and there exists coefficients αi, i = 1, … , M, such that
M

v = ∑ α jΦ(x j ) .

Fig. 2 Trajectories of a process variable

(2)

j =1

Combining (1) and (2) yields the following:
M

λ ∑α j Φ(xk ),Φ(x j ) =
j =1

M
1 M
∑α j Φ(xk ), ∑ Φ(xi ) Φ(xi ),Φ(x j ) .
M j =1
i =1

(3)

Finally, the principal components for x are given by:
M

M

j =1

j =1

t k = v k , Φ ( x) = ∑ α kj Φ ( x j ), Φ ( x ) = ∑ α kj k ( x j , x ) .

(4)

B. Discriminant Analysis
The goal of linear Fisher discriminant analysis (FDA) is to
find certain directions in original variables, along which hidden
groups are discriminated as clearly as possible [8]. As an
extension of linear FDA, nonlinear kernel FDA (KFDA)
executes linear FDA in the feature space F. As a result, the
discriminant weight vector is determined by maximizing
between-class scatter matrix SΦb while minimizing total scatter

C. Classification-based Analysis
In general, classification tree classifier represents a statistical
technique for the classification of data of interest. Basically it
constructs trees by recursively partitioning predictor space.
Such processes utilize training data sets in which classes are
given and known in advance. During model building, a class is
assigned to each of terminal nodes. For the new data processed,
their predicted classes are the ones related to the terminal node
to which the new data are assigned using their predictor values
[11]. The class assigned to each terminal node t minimizes the
misclassification cost, which is given by:
r (t ) = min ∑ j c (i j ) p ( j t )

where c(i j ) represents the cost misclassifying a class j as a
class i and p ( j t ) the estimated probability of the class j in
node t. The Gini diversity index is one of the commonly used
functions for node impurity

i (t ) = ∑i ≠ j p(i t ) p ( j t ) = 1 − ∑ j p 2 ( j t ).

matrix S Φt , which are defined in F as follows:
SΦb =

1 C
∑ ci (m Φi − m Φ )(m Φi − m Φ ) T
M i =1

(5)

S Φt =

1 M
∑ (Φ ( x i ) − m Φ )(Φ ( x i ) − m Φ ) T
M i =1

(6)

(8)

i

(9)

The goodness of a split can also be evaluated by the deviance
for a node t

d (t ) = −2∑ j ntj log p( j t )

(10)

III. RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
By maximizing the Fisher criterion
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In this section, the diagnosis performance of the proposed
scheme based on nonlinear kernel method combined with tree
classifier is demonstrated. The test process is a polyvinyl
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ch
hloride batch
h process, wh
hich represen
nts a straigh
ht resin
po
olymerization process initiiated by vinyll chloride mo
onomer.
Th
his process includes a polymerizatiion reactor, reflux
co
ondenser, agiitator, and ccooling jack
ket. Eleven process
p
vaariables are automatically
a
measured on
n-line with op
ptimally
co
ontrolled opeerating conddition. The trajectories of the
temperature vaariable for sev
veral batches are shown in Fig. 2.
or this diagno
osis comparisson purpose, 200 fault battches in
Fo
seeven fault grou
ups are used aas training datta of nonlinearr kernel
diiagnosis modeel for this batcch process. Seeven fault batcches for
eaach fault grou
up were used as
a test data. In
n this work, they
t
are
reeferred to as D1 through D5. To com
mpare the diagnosis
peerformance beetween KPCA
A and KFDA, these two no
onlinear
keernel techniqu
ues were app
plied separately to find optimal
o
reepresentation of various fau
ult patterns. That
T
is, when
n a new
baatch is availaable on-line, diagnostic deecision makin
ng step
uttilizes corresp
ponding nonlinear kernel diagnosis mo
odel to
id
dentify an assiignable cause of a fault. It is used to claassify a
neew batch into
o one of pred
defined fault groups. Conssidering
th
hree-way charaacteristics of bbatch process data as shown
n in Fig.
3,, it is necessaary to estimatte “future obsservations” off a new
baatch. It is duee to the fact th
hat the data of
o a new batch
h is not
co
omplete until the
t end of its operation.

Fig. 3 Thrree-way batch data
d

K
vector of
o a new batch
h is given b pro
ojecting
An on-line KFDA
th
he observation
n onto discrimiinant vectors as follows:
⎛ γ
γ
T
s new ( k * ) = (β1 , . . , β d ) ⎜ 1 , . . , r
⎜ λ
λr
⎝ 1

T

⎞
⎟ k( z 1 , x new (k * )), . . , k( z I , x new ( k * ))
⎟
⎠

[

]

As stated before, the selection of a kerrnel function for this
ap
pplication is done after testiing various kernel functionss. It was
fo
ound that the second-order
s
ppolynomial kernel is apprropriate
to
o capture nonliinearity of thee data.
A filtering orr preprocessinng of process data
d is perform
med first,
w
which
is follow
wed by executiing nonlinear kernel analysiis and a
cllassification trree. This workk considers tw
wo filtering methods
m
fo
or the test proccess, called disscriminant parrtial least squaares and
orrthogonal sign
nal correction. The orthogo
onal signal corrrection
(O
OSC) is a PLS
S-based algoriithm that elim
minates the un
nwanted
vaariation of X orthogonal to Y [12]. On the otherr hand,
diiscriminant partial
p
least squares (DP
PLS) represen
nts the
cllassical PLS applied to classification
c
problems. In
I both
m
methods
applieed, we introduuce a coding
g having inforrmation
ab
bout class mem
mberships of ssamples wheree binary Y maatrix has
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a sstructure:
⎡ 1 n1
⎢0
n
Y = ⎢ 2
⎢ ...
⎢
⎣⎢0 nk

0 n1
1 n2
.
...
0 nk

... 0 n1 ⎤
... 0 n2 ⎥⎥
... ... ⎥
⎥
... 1 nk ⎦⎥

Finally, it is necessary to build a classsification treee using
noonlinear discrriminant scorres. Using theses
t
scoress fault
claassification sh
hould be perforrmed to identiify assignable causes
off process faultts. Here, the maximum size tree needss to be
uned back to select
s
the optim
mal sized tree. During this process,
p
pru
cro
oss validation
n is used, andd then classifiication tree bu
uilding
pro
ocesses are repeated
r
aroun
nd the optim
mum obtained in the
preevious stage.
TA
ABLE I
DIAGNOSIS RESU
ULTS OF TEST PRO
OCESS

D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7

M1
M
85
87
86
88
85
87
84

DIAG
GNOSIS ACCURACY
Y (%)
M
M2
M3
M
89
95
90
94
91
90
95
88
94
89
96
94
88
87

M4
M
97
9
95
9
92
9
98
9
94
9
97
9
89
8

Table I showss the diagnosis results for th
he seven test batches
b
off D1 through D7. In Tablee I diagnosis accuracy valu
ues (%
mpare the diaagnosis
succcess of classsification) aree listed to com
performance of four diagnosis schemes den
noted as M1 th
hrough
4. Here, diagn
nosis accuracyy is defined as the proportion
n of the
M4
obbservations co
orrectly diagnnosed. M1 deenotes the diaagnosis
sch
heme of usin
ng DPLS, KP
PCA, and treee classifier, but
b M2
sho
ows the M1 using
u
OSC instead of DPLS
S. On the otherr hand,
M3
3 differs from
m M1 in that it utilizes KFDA
A rather than KPCA.
K
Th
he only differeence M4 has iss that it replacces DPLS with
h OSC.
Ass shown in Tab
ble I, the M4 diagnosis
d
scheeme showed th
he best
diaagnosis perforrmance in thaat it yielded th
he highest diaagnosis
acccuracy for alll test batches except D5’s equal
e
value 94
4% for
M3
3 and M4.
he average valuues of diagnossis accuracy over
o the
In terms of th
tesst batches, thee M4 diagnossis method baased on KFD
DA and
OS
SC produced the best diaggnosis perform
mance (i.e., average
a
diaagnosis accuraacy of 94.6. O
On the contrarry, average vaalues of
M1, M2, and M3
M are 86, 89.66, and 93.3, reespectively. It should
be also noted that overall diagnosis perrformance off using
FDA (i.e., M3 and M4) outpperforms that of using KPCA (i.e.,
KF
M1 and M2), irrrespective of ffiltering techn
niques used. The
T use
nosis methods has significcantly improv
ved the
off KFDA diagn
ormance. Thhis is meanin
ngful to operating
diaagnosis perfo
personnel who need
n
to take ccontrol actionss using the diaagnosis
a important for quality off batch producttion
maaking results are
Similar to Tab
ble I, diagnosiis results for th
he test batch process
p
usiing M1 throug
gh M4 diagnoosis schemes are
a reported in
n Table
II and Table III.. Here, only ddifference betw
ween Table I and
a the
wo tables is that
t
differentt estimation methods for future
tw
obbservations forr batch proceess are utilizeed. The fault library
meethod of [13] was applied to obtain the diagnosis ressults of
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Taable I. On the
t
other han
nd, PCA-based estimated
d future
ob
bservations fo
or batch data are
a used for Taable II whilst current
deeviation meth
hod are adoptted in resultin
ng in Table III.
I The
cu
urrent deviattion approachh for futuree observations are
illlustrated as sh
hown in Fig. 44.
TABLE II
DIAGNOSSIS RESULTS USIN
NG PCA-BASED FUTURE VALUES
True
Cause

Digital Open Science Index, Computer and Information Engineering Vol:7, No:1, 2013 waset.org/Publication/8191

D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7

M1
M
8
84
8
85
8
86
8
87
8
82
8
84
8
80

DIAG
GNOSIS ACCURAC
CY (%)
M
M2
M
M3
8
87
94
9
9
90
94
9
8
88
90
9
8
84
94
9
8
85
93
9
9
90
95
9
8
84
87
8

M4
M
94
9
95
9
91
9
97
9
93
9
96
9
87
8

TA
ABLE III
OSIS RESULTS USIING CURRENT FUTURE
U
VALUES
DIAGNO

D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7

M1
M
8
81
8
83
8
83
8
84
8
81
8
84
8
80

DIAG
GNOSIS ACCURAC
CY (%)
M
M2
M
M3
8
83
91
9
9
90
88
8
8
84
87
8
8
84
89
8
8
82
87
8
8
87
89
8
8
83
84
8

M4
M
92
9
89
8
88
8
92
9
92
9
94
9
85
8

wiith the filteriing techniquees used for the eliminattion of
unnimportant varriation of data. The use of a nonlinear technique
off KFDA was able
a to represeent nonlinear behavior
b
in the input
h processes. Considering
g the wideespread
daata of batch
n
induustrial batch ty
ype production
n, such
availability of nonlinear
mes would be helpful
h
noonlinear techniique based diaagnosis schem
to make diagnosstic decision. It is also due to the fact th
hat they
onlinear charracteristics in
nvolved inheerently.
haave much no
ompared to other diagnnosis approaaches, furtheermore,
Co
em
mpirical mod
del based scchemes for diagnosis can be
im
mplemented eaasily. A case study on thee batch proceess has
sho
own that the use of KFD
DA combined
d with OSC yielded
y
relliable diagnossis results. It tuurned out that the M4 outpeerforms
thee other diagno
osis schemes of M1, M2, and
a M3. In teerms of
futture observatiions handlingg, we tested the
t three estimation
meethods using th
he same proceess. Though no
ot shown here, it was
demonstrated th
hat the nonlineear kernel metthod outperforrms the
near methods of
o PCA and F
FDA. The perfformance of th
he four
lin
diaagnosis schem
mes would be directly affectted by the quaality of
hisstorical batch data. In this case, it would help to gatther as
maany batch datta as possiblee, but this ineevitably resullts in a
computational problem.
p
Anoother issue is concerned with
w the
pe of fault. It iis expected to be highly imp
portant,
casse of a new typ
paarticularly wheen the batch process has frequent
f
operrational
hanges over tim
me.
ch
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